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Overview
• Electronic Resources Review (ERR) process 
developed at University of Maryland (UM) 
Libraries
• Process adapted for use at Binghamton 
University (BU) Libraries
• BU Libraries adapted the ERR process to 
rank potential purchases (wish list)
• We evaluated and revised both the ERR and 
wish list processes
UM Libraries Review
• Needed to identify 25% of 
subscriptions for possible cancellation
• Used a criteria-based decision grid 
(see Ingrid Bens Facilitation at a 
Glance!) to achieve consensus
BU Libraries Electronic 
Resources Review
• The purpose is to implement an annual 
process to determine whether or not we 
should continue an electronic resources 
subscription
• E-resources included reference materials, 
bibliographic databases and aggregators
• Pertained to items funded by the electronic 
resources budget
Criteria based decision grid
Access Cost Effectiveness Breadth/Audience Uniqueness
•Technical reliability
•Open URL compliant




•Format considerations e.g. 
CD-ROM
•Limitations on # of users
•Cost per search
•Rapid inflator (price 
increase is 25% or 
higher)
•Impact on research 
and/or curriculum needs
•Number of users 
affected
•Primary users groups




•Overlap with other 
sources
•Unique resource for 
curriculum and/or 
teaching
Role of subject librarians
• Subject librarians provided information 
about each resource using a web-based 
form designed to provide information for 
each criterion
• The Reference Collection Team provided 
forms for the general, multidisciplinary 
sources





• Electronic Resources Committee 
evaluated each resource by assigning 
a value of 1, 2, or 3 for each criterion
1 = does not meet criteria well
2 = somewhat meets the criteria
3 = good at meeting the criteria
• Four numbers totaled to give each 
resource a score
Results












3 3 3 3
3 3 2.5 2.5
3 3 2.5 2.5
3 2 2.5 2.5
12 11 10.5 10
How well did it work?
• We were able to quickly make renewal 
decisions
• We identified substitutions for current 
subscriptions that provided enhanced 
content or an improved interface
• Migrated to Ebsco and CSA platforms when 
possible for cost savings and consistent 
search experience for patrons
• Could evaluate our holdings against 
consortial purchases by SUNY
Wish List Process
• For expediency used the same form as 
E-Resource Review
• Accepted various types of e-resources
• Reviewed only Breadth/Audience and 
Uniqueness
Wish List Process cont.
• Used same scoring system as ERR
• Looked at subject representation and 
factors such as pricing model to make 




















3 2 1.5 1.5
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Wish List Results
• Received $100,000 for one-time 
purchases and subscriptions
• Purchased databases/ref works scored 
5 & 4.5, reviewed 4s for subject 
representation, price model, access, 
etc.
• Used approximately $7,000 for e-
journal subscriptions
Revised ERR Grid
Access Cost Effectiveness Breadth/Audience Uniqueness
•Technical reliability
•Open URL compliant




•Format considerations e.g. 
CD-ROM
•Limitations on # of users
•Cost per search
•Rapid inflator (price 




•Impact on research 
and/or curriculum needs
•Number of users 
affected
•Primary user groups




•Overlap with other 
sources
•Unique resource for 
research and/or 
curriculum needs








•Format considerations e.g. 
CD-ROM
•Limitations on # of users
•Impact on research 
and/or curriculum needs
•Number of potential 
users
•Primary user groups 
•Material covered
•Overlap with other 
sources
•Unique resource for 
research and/or 
curriculum needs
Changes to the Forms
• Added space for consortia, access 
model, accreditation
• Deleted or rephrased questions such 
as “is it reliable?”
ERR
• Changed usage 
data questions to 
make it easier to 
calculate correctly
• Asked for $ price 
increase
• Added fields for 
more general info
• Asked for ILL data 
on journals





• Communicate thoroughly and 
frequently with subject librarians
• Document scoring and decision 
making to ensure consistency & 
transparency
• Ensure reusability of data from both 
processes
• Gather lots of data up front
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